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AIM:

I.   The major objective to setup an FM LAB in our  department is to motivate the students
and to enhance their knowledge and develop the skills in designing, operating the FM
and planning of and servicing of electronics and ele

2.   It can be used to establish a creative hub within
themselves and build their confidence.

al items.
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3.   Campus life can often be a stressful ex±2€nyrience for students and FM LAB can provide
a real outlet for creativity and can hel
about handing assignments in on time
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where the
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get to try out new roles with their friends in a fun environment. To make FM lab as

an advi

student coordinator selectic

will include 3 student mem

from the department will act as the staff

depute the staff coordinators on rotational  basis.  The

ried out by department advisory committee. The Centre

each class with the skills in different fields.



Student Programme
Coordinator 1

Student Programme
Coordinator 2

6.   The members of the centre can do the repair works of electrical/electronic items owned

by college if permitted by the college authorities.

7.   The centre can collect the items to repair from the staff members and students of our

college.
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LIST OF HQUIPMENTS:

Sl. No, Equipment with Specification

I FM  Digital  Audio  PLL  ,Stereo  player  tunable-

Display

2 PHILIPS Anterma 100W with LPF
Z2

3 Free inbuild power supply z
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